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As Watteau shows it ( fig. 2) , swinging is a model game for elegant lovers. It simulates the delicate, back-and-forth tug of learning to love, with movements suggestive of coquettishness: the man pushes softly and the woman glides through the air, pausing suspensefully at each upswing; there is discreet physical contact, but no more. Watteau's arabesque leaves little doubt, however, as to what is in play with the swing. The bagpipes, a folk emblem for male genitalia, dominate the mound between the urns on the far sides, which sport rose trees and the horned ram's head; against the bagpipes are a doffed hat, and an abandoned silken shawl, flanked by a tipping basket of flowers. At the very top center is a horned goat with fierce eyes that stare down any observer, and at the very bottom-from top to bottom thus-is an ornamental, noncommittal head of Bacchus, closely twined with grapes on the vine. Rising out of the large, grotesque trees, behind them, are four spectral silenus columns topped by urns that support an ethereal canopy of flowers and foliage; the immovable foursome appear like a company of sphinxes, the enigmatic wisdom of the ages, and cast a votive calm upon the scene. The startling curve of the tree trunk (on the right in the engraving) and the wind-flattened bushes on the high and wild bluff (to the left) portend a storm; the mother bird, hanging dead-center, starkly perpendicular over the unsuspecting peasant boy and girl, seems already a victim. The hunting dog keeps a lookout on his ledge, alert for anything moving; but the dog cannot see that 6
Watteau assembled emblematic detail in carefully suggestive fashion, but it is his juxtaposition of strange elements as if they belong together that creates the wit and arouses a sense of uncertain expectation. 4 Even Watteau's familiar love-emblems have the metaphorical intensity of symbols because they participate in the effortless, built-in juxtaposition of diluted mythical affairs, commedia deli arte reality, and idyllic Arcadian dreams. The satyr is alive and unreal, but also a statue and real; the satyr does not have "sensuality" as a dogmatic analogue, but as drawn is covertly sensual, next to a real basket of eggs, which is precarious in multiple contexts, and so 8 paradises" a.d. are crucibles for sorting out the true from the false, the transient from the enduring 9 -it is no accident that Dante's ' 'earthly paradise" concludes the Purgatorio (canto XXVIII The features of Le Roman de la Rose important for the interpretation of Watteau's paintings are the aura of visionary illusion conjured up by the longing of the lover for the inaccessible beloved, and the psychomachic architectonics which stamps his pilgrimage: is it loving devotion or lust that drives him on? is the love humanly rational or simply sensual? is the beloved a dream or real? And it is noteworthy that all this restless desire and uncertain movement reach their poignant conclusion at the fountain of Narcissus in the center of the garden, so that the point of this gentle, thirteenth-century "immorality play" seems to be: if you the hesitant woman, uncertain, is being pushed by a cupid toward some kind of love relationship.
The next couple is seated together on the ground, which suggests resistance overcome, and the 33 The "coming or going "debate which Claude Ferraton tried to renew fourteen years later (in "Watteau," Galerie Jardin des Arts, 149 [July-August 1975], 81-91) could become a quibble to save face. Two of the lessnoticeable couples in the Louvre Pilgrimage have poses, it seems to me, that ring truer to withdrawing from attachments rather than to making advances. The peasant girl clutches her upper-class gallant who leads the central group of figures in the middle ground of the Louvre Pilgrimage with a familiarity that assumes intimacy already enjoyed (Vamour wipes out class distinctions ), and is seeking assurances-"Was it alltrue?" And he, with a cavalier toss of his head, is coolly telling her, "Of course. ''The couple in brown near the boat-one notes that the middleclass lovers are the most prompt about return-strike a "farewell and be good" air even as he helps her aboard. The Watteau increases the thematic density in his Gardens of Love that follow the Pilgrimage by increasing the contrapositive irony of the statues and by adding an anonymous, black-caped gentleman whose self-assured mien as spectator challenges the verity if not the reality of Like many of his contemporaries, Watteau learned how the simplification demanded by decorative art freed a painter from the literary encrustations of the Academy. One could say it is a positive contribution of the rococo style in general that it encouraged painting to be just painting, and that the delicate hedonism which attended various rococo cultural manifestations relaxed the painterly task and laicized its universe of sight. 40 The superficiality that followed such secularization is well known. Watteau, however, unlike many of his contemporaries, did two things with his depoliticized, demythologizing, popularly accessible paintings: (1) he embedded what he painted in the matrix of commedia dell'arte crossed with the grand Garden of Love traditions; and (2) he used similar figures drawn from life, in similar pictorial contexts with subtle differences that evoked a kind of Proustian, halfremembered, imagined cohesion. 41 That combination, spirited by a rococo lightheartedness, resulted in a reform of standard iconic practice, much like that which Paulson notes in Gainsborough. 42 
